
 

    1920 मे  महा मा   गाघंी  ारा  था पत      Email   :  registrar@gujaratvidyapith.org 

                     गूजरात वधापीठ                  Fax     :  079-27542547 

     Founded by Mahatma Gandhi  in 1920       Phone  :  27540746, 27541148, 40016200 

               GUJARAT VIDYAPITH                Ahmedabad - 380 014 (India) 

                                                        REF/      /ENG/2021-22 

                     Date:06/05//2022 

                      

િવષયઃ- ભાવપ ક ભરવા ગે. 

ભાઈ ી, 

જૂરાત િવ ાપીઠના નીચનેા કામ માટ ભાવપ કો મગંાવવામા ંઆવ ેછે. ભાવપ ક તા.૦૬/૦૫/૨૦૨૨ થી 

તા. ૧૯/૦૫/૨૦૨૨ દર યાન www.gujaratvidyapith.org  પરથી ડાઉનલોડ કર  શકાશે. ભરલ ભાવપ કો 

“ ુલસ ચવ ી, ુ ય કાયાલય, જૂરાત િવ ાપીઠ, અમદાવાદ – ૧૪” ને કચેર  સમય દર યાન બ  અથવા RPAD 

ારા તા.૨૦/૦૫/૨૦૨૨ સાજંના ૬ કલાક ધુીમા ંમોકલી આપવાના ંરહશે. 

મ કામની િવગત 

તથા કામ ુ ં થળ 

દાજની 

રકમ ( .) 

Estimated 

Amount 

(Rs.) 

ભાવપ ક  

ફ  ( .) 

Tender 

Fee (Rs.) 

અન ટમની 

ડ પોઝીટ 

(EMD) 

ભાવપ ક 

ભરવા 

માટની 

સમય 

મયાદા 

ભાવપ ક 

મોકલવા 

માટની 

સમય 

મયાદા 

ભાવપ ક 

ખોલવાની 

દા ત 

તાર ખ 

01 Miscellaneous 
repairs in different 
3 buildings at 
Gujarat 
Vidyapith, 
Ahmedabad. 

3,98,130/- 600/- 3,981/- 06/05/2022 
to 

19/05/2022 

20/05/2022 
till 

06.00PM 

21/05/2022; 
10.00AM at 

Samiti khand, 
Central 
office, 
Gujarat 

Vidyapith, 
Ahmedabad -

380014 

ન ધઃ- 

(1)  ભાવપ ક સાથે ટ ડર ફ  અને અન ટ મની ડ પોઝીટની રકમનો ડ .ડ . “ ુલસ ચવ ી, જૂરાત િવ ાપીઠ”ના નામનો જોડવાનો 

     રહશે. 

(2)  ટ ડર ગ કરનાર કો ા ટર તમામ ડો મેુ ટસ, ટકિનકલ બીડ (Pre-Qualification Documents) ડાઉનલોડ કર  સહ -િસ ા કર  

     મ જુબ કવરમા ં કૂ  " ુલસ ચવ ી, ુ ય કાયૉલય, જૂરાત િવ ાપીઠ,આ મરોડ, અમદાવાદ-14"ને િનયત સમય મયાદામા ં

     બ  અથવા RPAD મોકલી આપવાનાં રહશે. 

(3)  ભાવો GST સાથેનાં ભરવાના ંરહશે. કોઈપણ કારના ંટ ુ ંઅલગથી કૂવ ુ ંકરવામા ંઆવશે નહ . 

(4)  કવર ઉપર કામ  ુનામ લખીને જ મોકલ .ુ ભાવપ ક તાર ખ ૨૧-૦૫-૨૦૨૨ના રોજ સવાર ૧૦-૦૦ વા યે ખોલવામા ંઆવશે. 

     થી  તે ભાવ ભરનાર કો ાકટર તે સમયે હાજર રહ  શકશે. 
 
 

         

                                                                          (ડૉ.િન ખલ ભ ) 

                 કા. ુલસ ચવ   
 



 

Gujarat Vidyapith 
Nr. Income Tax Office, Ashram Road , Ahmedabad-380014 

Name of the work - Miscellaneous repairs in different 3 buildings at Gujarat Vidyapith,  
         Ahmedabad 

Gujarat Vidyapith GST NO - 24AAATG0963A1ZB 
Details of the Tenderer 

 

Name of 
the Tender 

              

              

 
 

Firm type               

(Like Proprietorship/Partnership/Company/other) 
 
Address. 

 

 

 

 
Contact No: 

Land line no.               

Fax no.               

Mobile no.               

Email Address  

 
 PAN No. ______________________________ 
 
GST No. _______________________________ 
* Please attach the copy of the PAN/GST NO. With the tender. 
 

Sr.No. Name of Client Name of work Cost of work done 

    

    

    

    

 
 
 

Signature of Contractor. 



 

TENDER FORM 
 

 
 
To, 
The Registrar, 
Gujarat Vidyapith, 
Ahmedabad-380014. 
 
Dear Sir, 
             I/We examined plan specification. Articles of agreement and condition of contract of 
bills of quantities along with schedule of rates & visited site. I/We hereby for the work of Miscellaneous 
repairs in different 3 buildings at Gujarat Vidyapith, Ahmedabad submit the required documents. 
 
              I/We hereby deposit the sum of Rs. 3,981/-(1% as earnest money by demand draft/pay 

order/Banker’s Cheque only) to employer and will deposit further sum of Rs.15, 925/-(4% Security Deposit 

of the bid) when the tender be accepted by you to make up the total security deposit of 5% i.e. Rs.-19, 906/-. 

Both the sum of money shall not bear an interest and I/We do agree here that the said sum will be held by 

the employer for the due performance of the same in case I/We fail to carry out the contract when called 

upon to do so. 

   I/We also agree that a deduction of 5% retention money will be made on or before final 

payment that may be due to my/us execution of the contract in accordance with rates quoted together with 

any variation authorized by the Architect at rates based in the said bills. 

   I/We Further agree to complete the said work of Miscellaneous repairs in different 3 

buildings at Gujarat Vidyapith, Ahmedabad from the said being  handed over to me/us details of which 

is given in the appendix otherwise will have to pay penalty for delayed work. 

   In the event of this tender being accepted, I/We agree to enter into and execute the contract 

as well as Articles of Agreement issued by the Owners. I/We agree to forfeit the earnest money deposit 

money in case of breach of the Contract. 

 
 
 
 

Your faithfully,                                                                                   
                         Contractor/s 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

NOTICE TO THE CONTRACTORS 
(General Condition of Contractors) 

 
Name of the work - Miscellaneous repairs in different 3 buildings at Gujarat Vidyapith, 
Ahmedabad 
1. The quantities mentioned in the bills are approximate & in no way binding to the Owners or Architect. 

The owner reserves rights to omit or add item specified in Tender. Extra item rate will be settled by the 
Architect/owners as per market rate. The owners also reserves the rights of extinction of the side 
projects and contractor should not claim for additional rate then specified in the Tender. 

2. The work as actually carried out and executed by the contractors must be measured jointly with owners 
Engineers and will be paid for.   

3. The contractor at the time of submitting his tender will deposit to the Employer Rs3, 981/-(1% as earnest 
money) and will further deposit the rest of the earnest money  Rs.15,925/- (the rest 4% as earnest 
money to make total security deposit as 5 % Tender Cost) at time of his tender being accepted and such 
amount will be forfeited by the Owners for liquidated damages in the non-accepted tenders and such 
deposits will bear no interest. 

4. A 5% retention deduction will be made from final bill as prevention money for the due execution of 
work and completion of the contract. Refund shall be as per “Appendix”. 

5. The contractor have to strictly follow the Architect’s/Owners instructions regarding the selection from 
the above mentioned brands of colour as per specification. 

6. The Owners reserve the right to accept or not the lowest or any other tender and no reason will be 
assigned for the same. 

7. It is compulsory to submit work in progress report twice a month to the owners otherwise claimed 
payment bills may be detained. 

8. It is compulsory to submit purchase bill & delivery slip of the said of the claim of basic rate difference. 
Major difference only will be considered by negotiation with the owners & Architect. 

9. Work not specifically detailed marked or specified shall be the same as similar parts that are detailed 
marked or specified in tender documents. The Architect’s/ owner's Engineer interpretation of these 
document shall be final & without appeal. The general condition will apply with equal force to all the 
work including authorized extra works. 

10.  Materials of work described in words/abbreviation which so applied have a well Known technical or 
trade meaning shall be held to refer to such recognized standard. 

11. The Architect/owners Engineers shall be in the first interpreter of the Conditions of this contract and 
      the judge of its performance. 
12. The contractor shall constantly keep on his project site during work in progress with one or more 
      qualified and competent Engineer civil technical supervisors. 
13. The contractor shall add to the amount of his tender the amount of GST. Any other Tax legally payable 
      and it shall be assumed that his rates cover all the taxes & duties and no claim on this amount will be 
      entertained. 
14. The owner reserves the right to let other contractors in connection with his work. Under similar general 
      condition for specialized jobs or turn-key job work companies for his benefit. 
15.  If the Architect/owner deems it inexpedient to correct work, damaged or not  done in accordance with 
       the contract, an equitable deduction from the contract price shall be made therefore. 
16. All the materials and workmanship shall be subject to inspection, examination by the Architect/ 
      owner and material yeasting by recognized laboratory at any times during manufacture and/or 
      construction. 
17. The contractor shall forthwith five written notice of the cause of delay to the Architect/owner. The 
      causes like force majeure, inclement weather, damage due to contingency, civil commotion, 
      workman’s or transporters strike, lockout of manufacturers, change in plan & details not received in 
      time, any financial problems of the owner, any technical unsolved problem or any other circumstances 
      which the owner/Architect decide, may be consider for extension of time limit. 
18. Any defects, shrinkage or other faults which shall appear within the “Defects Liability period” stated in 
      Appendix & which are due to materials and workmanship not in accordance with tender documents 



 

      shall be deliver to the contractor within 14 days after expiry of Defect Liability period. And within a 
      reasonable time the defects, shrinkage, or any faults specified shall be made good by the contractor 
      entirely at his own cost. 
19. The contractor shall be liable for and shall indemnify the owner against any liabilities, loss, claim or 
      proceedings whatsoever arising under any statute or at common law in respect of personal injury to or 
      the death of any person whomsoever arising out of or in the course of or by carrying out the works, 
      unless due to any act or neglect of the owner or of any person for whom the owner is responsible. The 
      contractor shall maintain in the joint names or under the firm insurance in respect of any expense, 
      liability, loss, claim or proceedings which the owner may incur or sustain by reason of injury or damage 
      to the property real or personal arising out of or in the course of or by any reason of carrying out of 
      works, and abused otherwise than by the negligence, omission, or default of the contractor, his servants 
      or agents or his any sub-contractor or his persons. It is contractor’s responsibility to pay the premiums 
      of all insurance policies required under the law. 
20. All disputes and differences of any kind whatever arising out of or in connection with the contract of 
      carrying out of the works (whether during the progress of the work or after their completion and 
      whether before or after the determination, abandonment or breach of the contract) shall be revered to 
      and settled by the Architect & the owner and their decision shall be final and without appeal. But if 
      either the owner or the contractor be dissatisfied with the decision shall be and is hereby refereed to 
      the “Arbitrator” (being Fellow of India Institute of Architects or G.I.C.E.A) and his decision shall be 
      binding to all. No party can go to the court of Law directly. 
21. For any ambiguity or clarity of “conditions of contract” (Tender documents) guidelines of P.W.D or  
      C.P.W.D manuals shall be referred and shall be accepted by the contractor. All papers included in 
      “Tender copy” shall be considered as Tender document.   
 
 
 
 
 

                                                                               Sign of Contractor & Stamp 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

                                                                  APPENDIX 
 
Name of the work: Miscellaneous repairs in different 3 buildings at Gujarat Vidyapith, Ahmedabad 
 

1.     Employers:         Gujarat Vidyapith, Ahmedabad. 
2.     Defects liability period:    12 months 
3.     Period of final measurement & Valuation:            15 Days 
4.     Date of Commencement:    ____________________ 
5.     Date of Completion:     ____________________ 
6.     Agreed liquidated damages:    Rs.5,000/-per week 
7.     Values of work of Interim Certificate:  Rs. 
8.     Estimated Cost of Project:    Rs. 
9.     Values of retention percentage:   5% (return after One year) 
10.   Limit of retention fund (5% of completion cost): Rs………………… 

11.   Security deposit (5% of Tender cost):  Rs………………… 

12.   Return of Security Deposit:              Completion of work 
13.   Return of Retention fund:    Return after One year 
14.   Period of honoring certificate:   10 days 
15.  GST, Work contract, any taxes:   To be borne by the Contractor. 
16.   Insurance coverage by Contractor:            1) Full Workmen’s policy, 

2) All Risk policy, 
3) Third party policy,                                                                         
& other as per Govt’s Rules. 

17.  Earnest money deposit:                                           1 % of the Estimated Cost. 
18.  Period of Completion for work:   30 days 

 
 
 
     
 

                                                                      Sign of Contractor & Stamp 

 
         
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Gujarat Vidyapith 
Nr. Income Tax Office, Ashram Road, Ahmedabad-380014 

Name of the work - Miscellaneous repairs in different 3 buildings at Gujarat Vidyapith, 
Ahmedabad 

Sr. 
No 

Description Quantity Rate Per Amount in 
Rs. 

A. Repairs in IASE building 

1 Demolition including stacking of serviceable 
materials and disposal of unserviceable materials 
with all lead and lift. (i) R.C.C. work   

09  cu.m
. 

 

2 Opening mosaic tiles (10”x10” size) joint, cleaning, 
making dust free and filling it with standard 
waterproof chemical by making paste of chemical 
and gray cement without adding water, curing etc. 
complete. 

400  sq.m.  

3  Cutting out cracks of roof  and in RCC pardi terrace 
to V- section , cleaning out, wetting , grouting with 
cement and sand slurry 1:3 (1-cement 3-sand ) 

120  r.m.  

4  Providing 15mm thick cement plaster in single coat 
on Rough (Similar)side of single or half brick walls 
/ceiling for interior plastering up to floor two level 
and finished even and smooth in (i) Cement mortar 
1:3 (1-cement:3-sand) including  scaffolding   

100  sq.m.  

5  Providing cement vata (10cm. x 10 cm. size) quarter 
round in cement mortar 1:1 including neat cement 
finishing, watering etc. complete.   

100  r.m.  

6  Providing 15mm thick cement plaster in single coat 
on Rough (Similar)side of single or half 
brick/concrete pardi walls for interior plastering upto 
floor two level and finished even and smooth in (ii) 
Cement mortar 1:4  including  scaffolding .(1-
cement :4- sand)    

50  sq.m.  

7  Providing TMT Bar FE 500D reinforcement for 
R.C.C. work including bending, binding and placing 
in position complete upto floor two level   

350  kg  

8  Providing and laying ordinary cement concrete 1:2:4 
(1- Cement 2- coarse sand : 4- graded stone 
aggregates 20 mm nominal size) and finishing 
smooth with, curing etc. complete including the cost 
of form work but excluding the cost of reinforcement 

04.50  cu.m
. 

 



 

for R.C.C work in (A) BEAMS :(ii) Having cross-
sectional area more than 0.08Sq.M and up to 0.12 

B. Repairs/Renovation in Residence No. 6/3 

9A Providing and fixing of 0.5mm TCT pre-painted 
galvanized roofing sheet with required size screw 
with washer etc., 240MPa yield stress, 120 gm/m2 
galvanizing and modified polyester coating over it. 
The sheet should have1000mm cover width and 28 
to 30mm crest height with anti-capillary fluted side 
lap. Etc. complete as per instruction of Engineer in 
charge. 

50  sq.m.  

9B Providing & fabricating Steel work, riveted in built 
up section framed work including cutting ,hoisting, 
fixing in position and applying a priming coat of read 
lead paint and two coat of oil paint .(A) in beam and 
joist ,pipe ,channels angles ,tee ,flats ,with 
connecting plates or angle .pipes cleats as in main n 
and crossbeam Hip and Jack rafters ,purlin connected 
to common ,rafter and the like (up to 1o ton)   

200  kg  

9C  Providing and laying polished Kota stone slab 
flooring over 20mm (Average) thick base of cement 
mortar 1:6 (1- cement : 6-coarse sand) or L.M. 1.1.5 
(1-Lime putty :1.5 - coarse sand) laid over and 
jointed with grey cement slurry mixed with pigment 
to match the shade of slab including rubbing and 
polishing etc. complete. (A) 25mm thick 

50  sq.m.  

10  Providing and laying polished kota stone slab 25mm 
thick in risers of steps, skirting Dedo and pillars laid 
on 10mm thick cement mortar 1:3 (1-Cement : 3 
coarse sand) and jointed with gray cement slurry 
mixed with pigment to match the shade of slab 
including rubbing and polishing etc. complete. 

10  sq.m.  

11 Dismantling of sheet roofing including ridges, Hips, 
Valleys, Gutters etc. stacking of serviceable materials 
and disposal of unserviceable materials with all lead 
and lift (i) G.I. sheet roofing. 

50  sq.m.  

12  Brick work using common burnt clay building 
bricks having crushing strength not less than 35 
kg./Sq.Cm. in foundation and plinth in Cement 
Mortar 1:5. (1- Cement : 5 -fine sand)(C) Fly Ash 
Bricks. 

03  cu.m
. 

 



 

13  Providing 15mm thick cement plaster in single coat 
on Rough (Similar)side of single or half brick walls 
for interior plastering upto floor two level and 
finished even and smooth in (ii) Cement mortar 1:4 
(1-cement :4- sand) . 

50  sq.m.  

14 Colour washing with lime on wall surface (two 
coats ) over and including a primary coat of white 
washing to give an even shade after through 
brooming the surface to remove all dirt, dust, mortar 
drops and other foreign matter. 

300  sq.m.  

15 Disesteeming (Two coats) with oil bound distemper 
of approved brand and manufacture and of required 
shade on wall surfaces to give an even shade, over 
and including a priming coat with distemper primer 
of approved brand and manufacture after thoroughly 
brushing the surface free from mortar dropping and 
other foreign matter and also including preparing the 
surface even and sand papered smooth. 

220  sq.m.  

16  Painting one coats (excluding priming coat) on 
previously painted steel and other metal surface with 
enamel paint, brushing to give an even shade 
including cleaning the surface of all dirt, dust and 
other foreign matter. 

25  sq.m.  

17  Finishing wall with weather proof exterior emulsion 
paint on wall surface (two coats) to give a required 
shape even shade after thoroughly brushing the 
surface to remove all dirt, and remains of loose 
powdered materials. etc. complete   

30  sq.m.  

18 Providing and fixing SS mosquito net on grill with 
support of 2mmx12 ms flat with necessary 
fabrication nut bolt etc. complete. 

10  sq.m.  

C. Repairs in Diamond Jubilee Building 

19   Dismantling of sheet roofing including ridges, Hips, 
Valleys, Gutters etc. stacking of serviceable materials 
and disposal of unserviceable materials with all lead 
and lift (i) G.I. sheet roofing.   

47  sq.m.  

20 Providing and fixing of 0.5mm TCT pre-painted 
galvanized roofing sheet with required size screw 
with washer etc, 240MPa yield stress, 120 gm/m2 
galvanizing and modified polyester coating over it. 
The sheet should have1000mm cover width and 28 

47  sq.m.  



 

to 30mm crest height with anti-capillary fluted side 
lap. Etc complete as per instruction of Engineer in 
charge. 

21 Work for fixing in wall, existing purlin with making 
hold fast with 230mmx230mm concrete (1:2:4) for   
new roofing work support with curing etc. complete. 

47  sq.m.  

22 Removing and scraping of old deteriorated plaster of 
any thickness from wall / R.C.C member including 
stacking of serviceable material and disposal of 
unserviceable from site of work with all lead and lift 
including  scaffolding , 

120  sq.m.  

23 Providing 20 mm thick cement plaster by using 
Ready Mix Mortar for plaster in single coat on single 
or half brick walls for interior plastering up to floor 
two level and finished even and smooth in Cement 
mortar 1:3 (1 Cement : 3 sand)including  scaffolding  

130  sq.m.  

24 Providing 20 mm thick double coat mala cement 
plaster on interior brick / concrete work for plastering 
comprising of base coat of 12 mm thick cement 
plaster in cement mortar (1 Cement : 4 coarse sand) 
in rough finishing and 8 mm thick top coat of cement 
mortar 1:2 (1 Cement : 2 Coarse sand) finished with 
trovel including scaffolding curing etc. complete. 
including  scaffolding   

110  sq.m.  

25 Providing 15mm thick cement plaster in single coat 
on Rough (Similar)side of single or half brick walls 
for interior plastering up to floor two level and 
finished even and smooth in (iii) Cement mortar 1:6 
(1-cement:6- sand)   including  scaffolding   

110  sq.m.  

27  P & L 24" x 24" vitrified 8 mm thick tile flooring 
over 20 mm (average) base of cement mortar 1:6 ( 1 
cement: 6 coarse sand) on new surface or fixing on 
existing flooring by adhesive material including 
dismentangling of existing flooring and jointed with 
color cement slurry including finished with flush 
pointing & cleaning the surface etc. complete for 
light shade   

10  sq.m.  

28 Supplying and Applying  rust removal chemical 
standard sunanda brand or equivalent) on 
reinforcement opened including rubbing with brush 
to clean it completely as per direction of engineer in 
charge 

02  Liter  



 

29  Supplying and applying rust preventive coat of 
(polyak fixoprime sunanda or equivalent brand) 
approved chemical on reinforcement. 

02  Liter  

30 Supplying and Applying bonding chemical of given 
(polyayak - EP, sunanda brand or equivalent) and 
applying plaster coat with (2:5:15, chemical cement 
and sand proportion to cover open steel or concrete 
area, as per chemical specification for use. 

03  Liter  

31 Providing and applying  weather proof exterior 
emulsion paint on wall ceiling surface(3 coats) to 
give a required shape even shade after thoroughly 
brushing the surface to remove all dirt, dust and 
removal of loose powered materials etc. complete 
(apex paint, Asian paint brand) with one coat of 
primer of Asian brand. 

400  sq.m.  

32 Painting two coats (excluding priming coat) on new 
steel and other metal surface with enamel paint, 
brushing, interior to give an even shade including 
cleaning the surface an even shade including 
cleaning the surface of all dirt, dust and other foreign 
matter. 

30  sq.m.  

 Total amount(including all charges)  

 
Total Amount (in words):__________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sign of Contractor & Stamp 


